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Background 

As one of the few Medicare providers without a payment update tied to inflation, physicians have watched 
their inflation-adjusted payments decline 26% from 2001 to 2023. Physician payments are further eroded by 
frequent and large payment redistributions caused by budget neutrality adjustments, as explained below. 

Medicare has paid for physicians’ services under the Medicare Physician Fee Schedule (MFS) since 1992. 
To determine payment for a particular service, the MFS geographically adjusts relative value units (RVUs), 
which reflect the physician work and costs of providing that service, and then multiplies those RVUs by a 
dollar amount known as the Medicare conversion factor, which is set by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid 
Services (CMS) annually. Every year, CMS makes changes in RVUs for some services because the billing codes 
used to describe a set of services have changed, technological advances cause new services to be added to 
the fee schedule, or more recently collected data indicate that services are either undervalued or overvalued. 

Current statute requires any changes made in fee schedule payments be implemented in a budget neutral 
manner. So, if CMS projects that net pricing changes for existing services across the MFS will increase (or 
decrease) total Medicare spending by more than $20 million, the agency must reduce (or increase) all 
Medicare physician services by that excess amount, typically by adjusting the Medicare conversion factor. 

Recent actions by Congress to ease the impact of COVID-19 on physician practices focused primarily on 
transitioning a sizeable conversion factor cut due to the budget neutrality adjustments that were required 
when coding and documentation policies for office visit services, the most commonly billed physician 
services, were implemented and caused large payment redistributions.  

It is not uncommon for CMS to overestimate utilization in its budget neutrality estimates. The most 
prominent example of this was when transitional care management (TCM) services were added to the MFS 
in 2013. CMS estimated 5.6 million new claims would be submitted for these services. Actual utilization 
turned out to be just under 300,000 claims for the first year; it was still less than one million claims after 
three years. As a result of this overestimation for TCM services alone, Medicare physician payments were 
reduced by more than $5.2 billion from 2013 to 2021. Once these redistributions are made through the 
conversion factor, they are not added back, even when utilization is lower than expected. The net result 
in these circumstances is not budget neutrality, but rather a permanent reduction in Medicare physician 
payments across-the-board.

Legislative solutions  

1.  Provide a lookback period to reconcile overestimates and underestimates of pricing 
adjustments for individual services. This simple solution would allow for the Medicare conversion 
factor to be calculated with more accuracy based on actual utilization data. 

2.  Refine which services are subject to budget neutrality. Services for which utilization is expected 
to increase due to changes in federal policy should be exempt from budget neutrality. This should 
include newly covered Medicare services and technologies, high-value services that are being 
incentivized or intended to lower Medicare expenditures, and service expansions. 
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3.  Increase the budget neutrality trigger from $20 million to $100 million. This $20 million 
threshold was established in 1992 and has not been updated since. Increasing the threshold to $100 
million would allow for greater flexibility in making necessary pricing adjustments for individual 
services without triggering automatic, across-the-board Medicare cuts.
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